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MobileFrame Schedule, Dispatch & Proof of Delivery
A complete proof of delivery solution with fantastic ROI
An effective proof of delivery (POD) solution enables your staff to
make quick & accurate deliveries, improving both your profitability
and your customer service levels at the same time.
MobileFrame’s ready-to-run Schedule, Dispatch, Mobile Worker
Tracking, and Proof of Delivery applications allow RFID, barcode
scanning, real-time GPS tracking of all deliveries from the time
they leave the warehouse to the time they are delivered.
Transactions include embedded photos, signatures, voice notes,
and GPS/time stamps to confirm transactions at every point of
your process. View the location of all your delivery personnel on a
map and confirm their status with a single click.

MobileFrame POD vastly improves operational efficiency
MobileFrame’s unlimited capabilities and the inherent flexibility of our code-free platform provide key benefits to
your delivery operations, including:

Automate the entire delivery cycle from manufacturing, warehouse, pickup,
delivery, tracking, inventory & invoicing.
Real-time tracking of packages and drivers, minimizing losses at every stage.
Capture rich data including electronic signatures, GPS coordinates, photos,
sketches and voice notes to provide indisputable real-time delivery
confirmations.
Provide better customer service with less “lost shipment” and “damaged delivery”
complaints.
GPS Tracking & Instant Messaging greatly increase your team’s efficiency.
Mobile applications custom tailored to your business processes rather than
canned solutions that require you to change your process to fit their system.

To learn more about the MobileFrame Platform, visit www.MobileFrame.com
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A solution specific to your business
You need a solution customized to your ever-changing business processes; don’t settle for an inflexible hard-coded
or canned app. MobileFrame is the leading enterprise mobility platform, enabling businesses of every type to easily
create, deploy and administer sophisticated custom mobile apps. MobileFrame’s platform was specifically
designed to provide unmatched flexibility, ease-of-use and speed of deployment. Our ready-to-run Schedule,
Dispatch, and POD applications provide rich functionality out-of-the-box, but can easily be customized to meet your
exact requirements. Our platform allows you to easily create new applications for any area of your business with
no custom programming required and easily integrate them to your backend systems.

Capabilities of our proof of delivery solution include:
Electronic signature capture, GPS coordinates & photos of delivery to indisputably confirm delivery.
Take photos, sketches, and record notes about deliveries and damaged items.
Scan barcodes & RFID tags to confirm proper pickup and delivery.
View driver locations on a map in real-time and provide
drivers with turn-by-turn driving directions.
Print or email delivery receipts (with signatures) on
demand.
View customer account details.
Update drivers with route changes in real-time, send
instant messages to drivers, and provide on-site voice
instructions to assist with complicated deliveries.
Geo-fencing & accident alarms automatically alert
management.
Gain a competitive advantage by replacing inefficient and error-prone paper forms for any business process with
automated mobile solutions that boost productivity and increase revenue. Our code-free enterprise mobility
platform includes all the management tools necessary for a successful mobility project, enabling your organization
to easily create, deploy and administer sophisticated mobile apps in minimal time and with minimal effort.
Leverage your investment across other operations and departments beyond proof of delivery, such as asset
management, work orders, inspections, time tracking and more.

MobileFrame is the leading mobile enterprise application platform (MEAP) with over 14 years in
the industry and several thousand successful deployments. MobileFrame’s platform is a
complete enterprise mobility solution with all the tools and features that a successful mobile
solution requires, including: rapid application development, mobile device management, project
administration, GPS tracking, and an Integration Wizard. MobileFrame is an integrated software
development lifecycle (SDLC) platform to design, develop, test, deploy and manage multi-channel
applications. We also offer several ready-to-run apps that enable customers to quickly mobilize
their business.
For more info, please visit www.MobileFrame.com. Or follow us on Facebook, Twitter & LinkedIn.
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